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Abstract. The development of new digital technologies and their omnipresence 

impact the everyday life of people and intend to contribute to a so-called Smart 

Life. Numerous Smart Life applications and technologies relate directly to indi-

viduals and their life (Smart health, Smart buildings, Smart cities, etc.), but also 

indirectly through professional applications (Smart manufacturing, Smart grids, 

Smart farming, etc.). We assert that these applications have common founda-

tions, and several design principles could be established to contextualize the 

development of Smart Life applications, thus, to introduce the field of Smart 

Life Engineering. We foresee the domain of Smart Life and Smart Life Engi-

neering as an independent research domain that would contribute to the sharing 

or reuse of efforts to develop and maintain Smart applications. However, there 

is no common agreement on the concept of Smart Life and the associated meth-

ods and technologies. Thus, this paper provides a systematic view of the exist-

ing literature on Smart Life and its decomposition into sub-domains using sys-

tematic mapping study and presents a research agenda for Smart Life and Smart 

Life Engineering. 

Keywords: Smart Life, Smart Life Engineering, Smart Technologies, System-

atic Mapping Study, Research Agenda. 

1 Introduction 

The term Smart is an old English word that originated in the 13-14th century with the 

meaning quick, active, and clever in relation to sharp humor or words [1]. Since then, 

it became a synonym for intelligent, quick, and fashionable [2]. In the early 1970s, the 

adjective Smart began to be used to mean devices that behaved as if they were guided 

by intelligence. With the emergence of ubiquitous wireless computing, we can really 

speak of smartification in many domains [3]: all kinds of devices and human activity 

get equipped with computational and intelligent features: Smart phone, Smart city, 
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Smart energy, Smart car, and Smart manufacturing. 

The rise of Smart applications and technologies in different scientific domains articu-

lates a need for a more encompassing understanding of Smart that can function as a 

fundamental theoretical concept: what does it mean? And also, what does it not mean? 

The concept of Smart object was already introduced in 1998 by Kallman and Thalmann 

[4]. Recently all these terms seem to be bundled under the umbrella topic of Smart Life. 

However, there is no precise definition of what Smart Life entails. Many papers exist 

and contribute to expanding the knowledge about parts of this field, but there is still no 

clear explanation of what it is called exactly Smart Life and, by extension, what can then 

be called Smart Life Engineering (SLE). Engineering of Smart Life applications is now 

widespread in many domains. But the extent to which the engineering of Smart Life 

applications differs from regular information systems remains not investigated. 

Numerous works exist to present research agendas in Smart-related fields. For instance, 

Smart cities future research is given in [5-8], but the whole number of the related research 

papers is about 40. The same for Smart grids, Smart home, and many other Smart fields. 

The main research goal is to define and characterize Smart Life and Smart Life Engi-

neering and to summarize the existing work on this topic. Smart Life is a concept emerg-

ing from a plethora of studies on Smart cities, Smart devices, Smart energy, and so on. 

However, there is no real consensus about the scope and contents of this new domain. In 

[9], we suggested a taxonomy of contemporary Smart applications and analyzed their 

evolution. In this work, on top of a clear definition of Smart Life, we will identify research 

topics, methods, and technologies used in this domain to describe and delineate the differ-

ent elements of SLE. In addition, we define a Smart Life research agenda to identify the 

key issues remaining in this field. 

We present our research method mainly based on a Systematic Mapping Study 

methodology in section 2, and in sections 3 and 4 we detail and discuss the obtained 

findings with regards to the Smart Life definition, Smart Life topics, and technologies 

used in this field. We end the paper with a set of research directions in a Smart Life 

and Smart Life Engineering research agenda in section 4, and we conclude the paper 

in section 5 with prospects of our research. 

2 Research Method 

The lack of a theoretical framing in the domain of Smart Life motivated us to conduct 

a Systematic Mapping Study (SMS) [10]. SMS relies on well-defined and evaluated 

review protocols to extract, analyze, and document results. We selected this type of 

research methodology as it is a useful product to describe the existing research in a 

particular field of study and allow the identification of knowledge gaps, which will 

help in the definition of a specific research agenda for this new field of study. We 

follow the process presented in [10] with a five-step review that includes the defini-

tion of research questions, the conducting search for primary studies, the screening of 

papers, the keywording of abstract, and finally the data extraction and mapping of 

studies. The review is completed by an evaluation of each step’s outcome. Further-

more, we provide an additional characterization framework for the study context. 
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Step 1: Definition of research questions. The goal of a systematic mapping study 

is to provide an overview of a particular research area. The need for this review has 

been outlined in the introduction and we identify the research questions to help in 

shaping the review protocol. 

Our research goal is to systematize the existing work about Smart Life and charac-

terize Smart Life and Smart Life Engineering. To attain the main research goal, we 

defined three following research questions (RQ): 

RQ1. How can Smart Life be defined? 

RQ2. What are the different topics in application domains covered by Smart Life? 

RQ3. What methods and technologies are used for various Smart Life applications? 

Step 2: Conducting a search for primary studies. This step is composed of the 

selection of the primary studies with the identification of search key terms, guided by 

the main research question. In order to avoid excluding any studies in this emerging 

context, we only used the search string TITLE-ABS-KEY(“Smart Life”), thus the 

search term “Smart Life” applied on title, abstract, and keywords. We extracted ini-

tially 121 studies from the years 2011 to 2021 (incl.) from the Scopus API (which 

includes databases from Elsevier, Springer, ACM, IEEE, etc.). The year 2011 was 

chosen as the term “smart life” began to appear more often in the literature at that 

time. Seven papers were identified as secondary sources and were used to describe the 

existing state of the art on Smart Life. 

Steps 3 and 4: Screening of Papers and Keywording of Abstract. Since we used 

our primary search criteria on title and abstract, this resulted in the selection of some 

irrelevant studies (primarily in the health domain) which we then deleted from our 

dataset, using our inclusion/exclusion criteria, which led us to use 71 sources in our 

SMS1. The inclusion and exclusion criteria are presented in Table 1.  

To complete the answer to RQ2, we conducted another study to obtain the largest 

set of Smart topics and their evolution. As the number of papers in Scopus with the 

keyword “Smart” is more than 126 000, we reduced the search to the state-of-the-art- 

and research agenda-related articles to obtain 2410 sources with DOIs. Based on the 

title and, if needed, on the abstract, we excluded 69 sources not relevant to Smart Life 

topics papers, obtaining 2341 papers2. Table 2 presents the inclusion and exclusion 

criteria for this additional study. 

Step 5: Data extraction and Mapping of studies. In this last step of the SMS 

study, we analyze the results obtained, answer the research questions, and draw some 

conclusions about Smart Life (see section 3). Firstly, we analyzed the obtained 

sources according to years, paper type, and field of science. For RQ1, we checked the 

papers to discover the existing definitions of Smart Life and summarized the found 

concepts. For RQ2, we identified Smart topics and classified them. During the addi-

tional study, we identified topics for all papers and classified them into macro-topics 

 
1  The complete list of the papers of this SMS is given in Appendix A, available at http://cri-dist.univ-

paris1.fr/smart-life/Appendix%20A%20-%20SMS%20on%20Smart%20Life.pdf. All sources from this list 
have their references starting with “A”. 
2  The complete list of these papers is available at http://cri-dist.univ-paris1.fr/smart-

life/Appendix%20B%20-%20Smart%20SoA%20and%20Research%20Agenda%20by%20topic.pdf. 
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regarding to their nature. For RQ3, we extracted the used technologies and methods in 

the field of Smart Life. 

In order to minimize the impact of the validity threats that could affect our study, 

we present them with the corresponding mitigation actions, as preconized in [11]: 

Descriptive validity: It seeks to ensure that observations are objectively and accu-

rately described. At this end, we unified the concepts and criteria we used in the 

study, and we structured the information to be collected with a data extraction form to 

support a uniform recording of data and to objectify the data extraction process. 

Table 1. Inclusion/exclusion criteria for the study on Smart Life. 

Selection Criteria Criteria Description 

Inclusion criteria Title/Abstract/keywords include key term “smart life”: Search string 

TITLE-ABS-KEY(“smart life”). 

The paper is published after 2011. 

 From the abstract it is clear that a contribution towards Smart Life is made. 

Exclusion criteria The source is not a research paper (blog, presentation, etc.). 

 The source is secondary (literature review only). 

 The source is not in English or French. 

Table 2. Inclusion/exclusion criteria for the study on Smart topics. 

Selection 

Criteria 

Criteria Description 

Inclusion 

criteria 

Title includes the term “smart” and at least one of the terms “research agenda”, 

“state-of-the-art”, “review”, or “survey”: Search string: TITLE(smart) AND 

(TITLE("research agenda") OR TITLE("State-of-the-art") OR TITLE(review) OR 

TITLE(survey)). 

Exclusion 

criteria 

The source is not a research paper (erratum, retracted, etc.). 

 The source is related to an abbreviation SMART, like, for instance, SMART 

(stroke-like migraine attacks after radiation therapy) syndrome. 

 The source mentions the term «Smart», which is used in its ordinary sense, like 

“working smart and hard”. 

 

Theoretical validity: It depends on the ability to get the information that it is in-

tended to capture. We started with a search string and applied it to a library including 

the most popular digital libraries on computer sciences and software engineering 

online databases. A set of inclusion and exclusion criteria have been defined. Two 

researchers studied the papers. They were working independently but with an overlap 

of studies to identify potential analysis differences. We combined two different search 

methods: an automatic search and a manual search (backward and forward snowball-

ing), to diminish the risk of not finding all the available evidence. The choice of Eng-

lish sources should be of minimal impact concerning the discard of other languages. 
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Generalizability: This validity is concerned with the ability to generalize the results 

to the whole domain. Our set of research questions is general enough to identify and 

classify the findings on Smart Life, its topics, and technologies. 

Interpretive validity: This validity is achieved when the conclusions are reasonable 

given the data. To this end, at least two researchers validated every conclusion. 

Repeatability: The research process must be detailed enough in order to ensure it can 

be exhaustively repeated. We detailed this protocol sufficiently to allow us to repeat the 

followed process. The protocol as well as the results of the study are presented in this 

paper, so other researchers can replicate the process and corroborate the results. 

3 Results of the Systematic Mapping Study 

In this section, we sum up the results obtained during SMS. The initial study of the 

relevant sources on Smart Life shows the growing interest in this topic. We can ob-

serve the almost continual increase since 2011 and completely regular progression 

since 2016 of the number of papers on Smart Life (See Figure 1.). 
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Fig. 1. Growth of the number of papers on Smart Life (without 8 papers for the first half of 

2021 for data consistency). 

Paper Type. We categorized these papers according to the type of research approach-

es introduced by Wieringa et al. [12] (See Table 3.). We can see that a third of the 

papers are validation research papers (35,2%), presenting novel techniques with an 

experimental setup. Another third represents philosophical papers (32,39%) dealing 

with new ways of looking at existing things by structuring the field in a way or anoth-

er. The last third contains all the other types of research, with a good representation of 

solution proposals a very few evaluation, opinion, or experience papers. 

 

Fields of Science. We characterized the papers with regards to the fields of science 

publishing on Smart Life. For this purpose, we used the classification FOS (Fields of 

Science and Technology) of OCDE [13] as the most recognized classification of the 

scientific fields. When dealing with multi-disciplinary journals or conferences, we 

picked the field based on the paper content. The results are given in Table 4. 
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Table 3. Categorization in Paper Contribution Types. 

Research ap-

proach type 

Number 

of papers 

Ratio 

(%) 

References 

Validation 

research 

25 35,2% [A12][A13][A15][A16][A19][A21][A27][A28][A31] 

[A35][A38][A40][A41][A43][A44  ][A45][A51][A56] 

[A58][A6][A64][A65][A69][A70 ][A9] 

Evaluation 

research 

2 2,81% [A10][A29] 

Solution pro-

posal 

16 22,53% [A1][A11][A17][A25][A26][A3][A4][A49][A54] 

[A57][A60][A62][A63][A66][A68] 

Philosophical 

papers 

23 32,39 [A14][A18][A2][A20][A22][A23][A30][A32][A33] 

[A34][A39][A46][A48][A5][A50][A52][A53][A55] 

[A59][A61][A67][A7][A71] 

Opinion papers 4 5,63% [A24][A36][A42][A47] 

Experience 

papers 

1 1,4% [A37] 

Table 4. Fields of Science and Technology. 

Field of Science and Technology Number 

of papers 

Per-

centage 

References 

Natural sciences 34 47,9%  

Biological sciences 1 1,4% [A22] 

Computer and information 

science 

30 42,3% [A1][A3][A4][A5][A7][9]][A12] 

[A14][A15][A17][A24][A25][A29] 

[A30][A32][A33][A35][A36][A39] 

[A43][A44][A49][A55][A57][A58] 

[A64][A65][A66][A67][A70] 

Mathematics 1 1,4% [A11] 

Physical science 2 2,8% [A48][A6] 

Engineering and technology 30 42,3%  

Electrical engineering, Elec-

tronic engineering, infor-

mation engineering 

20 28,2% [A8][A10][A16][A18][A19][A20] 

[A23][A26][A27][A28][A37][A40] 

[A41][A45][A52][A54][A56][A60] 

[A68][A69] 

Environmental engineering 3 4,2% [A2][A51][A59] 

Material engineering 5 7,0% [A13][A21][A31][A34][A42] 

Mechanical engineering 2 2,9% [A46][A61] 

Medical and Health sciences 1 1,4%  

Medical biotechnology 1 1,4% [A50] 

Social sciences 6 8,4%  

Economies and business 2 2,8% [A53][A63] 

Media and communication 4 5,6% [A38][A47][A62][A71] 
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The most published research works in the area of Smart Life are fields related to ICT 

(computer and information science and information engineering). However, other 

fields are also interested in this research topic. During the characterization, we ob-

served that the current Field of Study and Technology categorization does not take 

several new technologies into account. For instance, sensors appear in this classifica-

tion only with relation to medical fields, however, sensors are now omnipresent and 

are used in civil engineering, agricultural sciences, psychology, and so on. 

Smart Topics. Several topics were extracted from the first SMS (see Table 5). Some 

topics appear several times but absolutely none of them stand out of this set with a spec-

tacular proportion of references. We can then conclude that this domain covers many 

fields of research and is still evolving with new terms appearing regularly. 

Table 5. Topics Identified from Smart Life related Literature. 

Number of 

references 

Topics  

6 Smart home [A22][A41][A43][A44][A57][A8] 

5 Smart HCI [A15][A19][A35][A38][A70], Smart city [A17][A20][A55][A59] 

[A67], Smart communication [A1][A11][A50][A64][A7] 

4 Smart service [A30][A32][A46][A49], Smart device [A23][A31][A4][A56] 

3 Smart localization [A12][A6][A66], Smart application [A14][A39][A62] 

2 Smart appliance [A25][A42], Smart environment [A21][A69], Smart health 

[A36][A60], Smart manufacturing [A10][A53], Smart monitoring [A40][A63], 

Smart sensor [A13][A51], Smart transport [A48][A52], Smart vehicle [A18] 

[A26], Smart object [A33][A58] 

1 Smart assistant [A68], Smart bin [A27], Smart building [A2], Smart carpet [A3], 

Smart family [A71], Smart farming [A37], Smart life cycle management [A61], 

Smart luggage [A54], Smart market [A28], Smart mirror [A45], Smart product 

[A16], Smart project [A47], Smart sound [A65], Smart system [A24], Smart tex-

tile [A34], Smart university [A29], Smart web [A5], Smart navigation [A9] 

Existing State-of-the-Art Works. To analyze the state-of-the-art of this domain, we 

first studied the seven secondary research papers. Most of them mention smart life but 

focus on different sub-topics of this field. In [14], the authors present a systematic litera-

ture review on IoT application for energy consumption and discuss future research di-

rections. [15] details a state-of-the-art perspective on Security in Internet-of-Things 

(IoT). The third work [16] contains a state-of-the-art overview of IoT usage for Smart 

cities and classification of smart technologies that were applied. [17] presents a thor-

ough catalog of computer technologies from the viewpoint of artificial intelligence. In 

[18], the concept of machine to machine (M2M) is studied to define the current research 

on this field, describe its technical features and present the key aspects under which 

M2M technologies can function. The last paper specifies an integrative study about IoT, 

an operational view, their benefits, and corresponding problems [19]. 
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Only one retrieved paper [20], entitled “Smart Technologies for Smart Life”, deals 

with a problem corresponding to our purpose. In this paper, the author describes a 

state-of-the-art synopsis focused on Smart technologies. She gives several definitions, 

lists different concepts related to Smart technologies by year, and suggests a classifi-

cation of Smart technologies in general. From the additional study on Smart topics, 

we then identified a systematic literature review on Smart systems [21]. In this work, 

the authors concentrate on the concept of smartness, enumerate several related defini-

tions, and provide a set of primary characteristics of Smart systems. 

So summarizing, we may truthfully state that none of the existing works focuses on 

the definition, systematic review, or future trends in the field of Smart Life. 

4 Findings 

We detail the findings in the following sub-sections according to the defined RQ. 

4.1 Smart Life Definition 

In the existing literature, the concept of Smart Life is often linked to the Internet of 

Things (IoT). IoT has made revolutionary changes in human life and enables the ex-

changes of information in a wide variety of applications such as Smart buildings, 

Smart health, Smart transport, and so on, which can be unified into a single entity 

referred to as Smart Life [15][22]. A step beyond is in [23], where this new entity of 

IoT is characterized as a new lifestyle. Smart Life connects all IoT microdevices and 

microsensors under wireless communication grids [24] This widely spread idea of a 

connection of all embedded devices around us to the internet has the potential to 

change our lives and the world, to enable us to live a Smart Life in a Smart world 

[19]. IoT then becomes an indispensable technology to improve the quality of life for 

human beings [25], [26] and people want to live a Smart Life [27]. 

However, Smart Life is not reduced to IoT. The key concept of Smart Life is the 

data use and processing to improve our living. Each artefact processing data is smart 

even if it is not connected. In addition, “Being smart” should not be confused with 

“being digital” as infrastructures and technologies are the means, not the end, ena-

bling a set of services that affect deeply life [28]. IoT objects and devices collect eve-

ry possible data about a user, but their final goal is to make intelligent use of such 

data to support this user [29]. These intelligent devices will drive people into Smart 

Life, becoming the new innovative direction of the internet [30].  

In a thorough analysis of the studied literature, we did not find any consistent defi-

nition of Smart Life. Even the notion of smart is understood rather differently be-

tween sub-fields and even inside fields. For instance, different notions of Smart object 

could be found in [31][32], but there is no common agreement on the notion of Smart 

object. In this paper, we try to overcome this drawback by analyzing the development 

of the notion of Smart Life with regards to its structure and the definition of different 

smartness degrees to better specify the concept of Smart. 
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Smart Life Structure. From the structure point of view, we foresee Smart Life using 

the systemic approach [33]. The core element of Smart Life is a so-called Smart Arte-

fact, the term we selected to avoid intermingling with already established terms such as 

a Smart object or Smart thing. Smart artefacts correspond to any standalone device with 

a program and a capability to store and process data. Smart artefacts of the same or 

similar functional usage form a Smart Application. Smart applications could be identi-

fied at different levels of granularity from detailed and concrete (e.g., a Smart lighting 

system including several sensors about the home environment and people positions in a 

home) to more global ones (such as a Smart home application covering different as-

pects: lighting, heating, windows management, and so on). Smart artefacts could belong 

to two or more Smart applications, like Smart lighting systems could be found in Smart 

home, Smart factory, or Smart city. Each Smart application is a system of Smart arte-

facts, which means that it should have at least one emergent property [34]. Emergent 

properties correspond to features of the whole system and that system elements do not 

have, like all components of a car should be put together in a certain manner so this car 

could run. Smart life, in its turn, is composed of various Smart applications, thus Smart 

Life is a system of systems. In its simplest form is Smart Life a combination of at least 

two Smart applications, that requires coordination based on the input and analysis of 

emergent properties. This system-oriented vision of Smart Life is illustrated in Figure 2. 

Smart Home

Smart 
window

Smart Transportation

Smart 
car 

Smart 
ship

Smart 
…

Smart City

Smart 
…

Smart 

Artefacts

Smart 

Applications

Smart Life

Smart 
Lighting
System Smart 

parkingSmart 
…

 

Fig. 2. System-Oriented Vision of Smart Life. 

Smartness Degree. To understand better the nature of Smart Life, we go in deep into 

the definition of the term “Smart”. We define the degree of smartness depending on 

data integration and processing type. The first axis reflects different levels of consid-

eration of data coming from the environment and users. Data complexity varies from 

the embedded sensors data (immediate environment) to data from the distant envi-

ronment in addition to the sensors data, and, finally, to data on users’ well-being and 
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state. The second axis shows how data are processed from non-AI processors to AI-

based processors (expressing the processor complexity). We distinguish three degrees 

of smartness: smart, intelligent, and sentient. 

• Degree 1 of Smartness – Smart: is a capability to process data and to adapt its 

functioning. 

• Degree 2 of Smartness – Intelligent: is a capability to process data and to adapt 

its functioning with the usage of AI (smart + AI). 

• Degree 3 of Smartness – Sentient: is a capability to process data coming from users 

about his/her feelings, emotions, physical state, and so on. The notion of sentience 

came from the field of animals’ rights protection and is quite new to the field of ICT. It 

is already used to qualify the evolution of artificial intelligence of machines [35] or to 

introduce requirements for human-aware information systems and technologies [36]. 

To illustrate this proposal, we position the smartness degrees according to the two 

axes (data complexity and processing complexity) and give some examples (Fig. 3). 

Smart & Connected

& Sentient

Ex: Smart insulin pen detecting 

the state, defining the dose and 

injection duration.

Intelligent & Connected

& Sentient

Ex: Robot dancing with 

disabled people.

Smart & Connected

Ex: Connected fridge ordering 

lacking food.

Intelligent & Connected

Ex: Smart home energy device 

connected to distributed grid 

storing electricity and 

optimizing its consumption.

Smart

Ex: Vacuum cleaner robot 

adapting its drive depending on 

the flat configuration.

Intelligent

Ex: Air conditioner adapting the 

temperature depending on 

people and environment.

Data about 

users' well-

being and 

state

Data from

the distant 

environment

Data from

the immediate

environment

Non-AI Processor AI-based Processor

Processor Complexity

Data 

Complexity

 

Fig. 3. Smartness Degrees according to Data and Processor Complexity. 

We can summarize the main definitions of our proposal as follows: 

• Smart Artefact is any autonomous and stand-alone artefact provided with a data 

processor when data is obtained, stored, processed, and used to trigger actions of 

the artefact in the environment. A Smart artefact could be connected or not. For 

example, a Smart artefact can be a Smart watch, Smart window, Smart toy, Smart 

antenna, and so on. 

• Smart Application is a system of connected Smart artefacts, and possibly other 

Smart applications. Thus, it corresponds to a set of artefacts with a common goal. 
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For instance, a Smart city application can be composed of a Smart parking applica-

tion, a Smart energy application, and so on. A Smart home can be composed of a 

Smart TV, a Smart fridge, a Smart assistant, and so on. A Smart application should 

contain at least two Smart artefacts. 

• Smart Life is defined as the domain that embraces all Smart applications and 

Smart artefacts for the purpose of an enriched experience from the personal, socie-

tal, environmental and enterprise perspectives [9]. Smart Life can be seen as the 

societal domain that unifies all in initiatives to apply Smart artefacts and applica-

tions in any setting. We also use the term of Smart Life as a comprehensive scien-

tific research domain that includes all research areas with studies into Smart tech-

nology, artefacts, and applications. 

• Smart Life Engineering as the use of scientific principles to design, build, imple-

ment and evolve Smart Life applications. SLE can therefore be seen as overlapping 

with the domain of Information Systems Engineering, but it also has a broad set of 

links with research domains in Wireless Network Technology, Artificial Intelli-

gence, Urban Geography, Logistics, Medical Technology, etc. 

Note, that in these definitions, the perspective of the distributed ownership or mul-

ti-stakeholder arrangements does not appear. Smart Life usually deals with a variety 

of technologies, a variety of development approaches, a multitude of modeling and 

coding. Furthermore, the individual or human perspectives is not included. We relate 

these viewpoints in chapter 5 when describing the research agenda. 

4.2 Smart Life Topics 

A set of topics was considered on the 71 SMS papers. The “smart” term is used for a lot 

of many different things, but our study was not including enough papers to be consistent 

on this specific question. As a result, we made another study to identify which are exact-

ly the “smart” topics, not restraining ourselves only to the Smart Life topics but more 

generally to the “smart” term. Based on the titles analyses, we identified 775 different 

formulations of Smart topics quite detailed like Smart grid, Smart energy, Smart energy 

system, Smart energy management system, etc. To deal with this huge number of topics, 

we grouped them by macro-topics (i.e., we grouped the above-mentioned energy-related 

topics with several others within a macro-topic “Smart grid, Smart microgrid, Smart 

energy, Smart meter”. Another example is “Smart transportation, Smart road, Smart 

bridge, Smart mobility, Smart vehicle” including Smart airport, Smart train, Smart ship, 

etc. The evolution of Smart macro-topics is shown in Table 6. 

As a reminder, this additional study contains papers only on state-of-the-arts and re-

search agendas, thus, the current quantity and growth of these research themes are im-

pressive. As we can see, the most popular topics are Smart energy-, Smart city-, and 

Smart home-related. This study allowed us to identify very specific emerging Smart 

artefacts, like Smart toys, Smart socks, Smart guns, but also Smart applications like 

Smart earth, Smart space exploration, Smart fishery, Smart pest management, and so on.  

The situation presented in Table 6 drastically confirms a need for a systematization 

of knowledge in order to make life smarter. 



Table 6. Large Study on Smart Topics. 

Macro-topic 1986 1990 1996 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 Total

smart application 1 1 1 1 2 6

smart charging 1 1 3 1 6

smart city 1 1 3 2 5 9 19 33 42 93 77 85 5 375

smart clothing, smart shoes 1 1 1 3 1 7 1 1 16

smart contract 2 4 8 13 22 2 51

smart device, smart object, smart 

well 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 1 5 6 6 5 9 14 26 17 19 16 137

smart drug, smart drug delivery 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 5 14

smart environment, smart water 

management 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 4 3 6 10 14 16 64

smart factory, smart 

manufacturing and other 

business-related smart topics 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 4 2 6 10 23 34 41 34 2 166

smart farming, smart agriculture 1 1 2 9 5 12 20 36 2 88

smart grid, smart microgrid, 

smart energy, smart meter 1 1 8 14 34 35 33 48 80 57 76 88 91 89 1 656

smart healthcare 1 2 1 1 1 1 4 2 1 5 5 22 28 31 1 106

smart home, smart building 3 6 1 3 4 10 5 8 19 15 30 35 51 39 1 230

smart learning, smart education 1 3 1 5 7 5 5 27

smart lighting system 1 1 1 2 5

smart material, smart structure, 

smart surface, smart textile 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 3 2 2 3 5 2 4 5 6 6 9 5 16 28 27 35 1 170

smart methodology 1 1 2

smart phone 1 1 4 2 2 1 2 3 4 2 22

smart sensor 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 8 22

smart service 2 1 1 2 6

smart society, smart world, smart 

growth 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 8 7 4 4 1 36

smart space exploration 1 1

smart sport 2 1 2 5

smart survey 1 1 1 1 1 2 7

smart system 1 1 1 1 1 3 4 2 14

smart technology 1 1 2 1 2 3 2 7 19

smart tourism 1 1 4 5 3 14

smart transportation, smart road, 

smart bridge, smart mobility, 

smart vehicle 1 1 1 2 1 5 3 9 11 14 48

smart university, smart campus 2 2 2 3 2 6 17

smart waste management 1 2 1 4 3 11

Total 2 1 2 2 2 4 2 5 1 2 3 6 11 11 17 18 25 63 71 72 94 160 172 266 401 438 473 17 2341  



4.3 Smart Life Technologies 

As IoT is the core of Smart Life, a lot of diverse technologies are used in this field. 

Smart objects of course (devices, sensors, and so on), but also some single-board 

computers. Networks are envisioned in different ways to improve the data communi-

cation with GPS, 5G, or even NFC protocol. Sometimes the data collection is handled 

on social media instead of Smart objects and some specific software can help in the 

process. Table 7 shows the repartition of these technologies in our study papers. 

Different kinds of deep learning or machine learning techniques are used, such as 

regression algorithms [A17][A60], standardization methods [A48], neural networks 

[A35], clustering [A57], Hidden Markov models [A69], recommendation systems 

[A65] or decision support tools [A58] to cite the widely known ones. 

Table 7. Smart Technologies. 

Type References 

Smart objects and sensors Smart phones [A35][A21][A65][A10][A68][A12]; Devices 

[A62][A56][A49][A26]; Specific sensors [A3][A39][A6] 

[A51][A54][A27][A41]; Bluetooth beacons [A66][A12]; 

Cameras and robot sensors [A9][A15]; RFID [A38] 

Single-board computers (ar-

duino and raspberry) 

[A21][A45][A41][A9] 

Networks and protocols 5G [A50]; Wireless sensor network [A8]; GPS 

[A66][A62][A12]; NFC [A66][A12][A8] 

Social media / Social networks Social media [A60][A8]; Context [A65][A8] 

Software Applications [A14][A62][A68][A43]; Blockchain [A7] 

5 Smart Life and Smart Life Engineering Research Agenda 

In the research agenda, we define four perspectives for Smart Life and Smart Life 

Engineering research: technological, methodological, organizational, and societal 

(See Fig. 4). Different research agendas in particular Smart technologies or applica-

tions can be found in other works, for instance [5][6] for Smart cities, e.g. 

Technological challenges. Smart applications generate all sorts of data that is of inter-

est to other applications (it does not make sense to build a central data archive). The 

necessity to manage a huge amount of data implies multiple issues: How can secure and 

privacy-aware access to data be granted and obtained for various applications? How can 

high-level information wishes be expressed in distributed queries over a variety of ap-

plications? An appropriate distributed infrastructure should be defined accordingly. 

In addition, Smart applications require devices, resources, and energy, which are 

scarce and need careful implementation and a recycling perspective. Thus, other ques-

tions should be highlighted: Can we identify Smart Life methods for Green IT and 

ensure sustainable development? 
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Thus, we define the following SLE technological challenges: developing shared 

but secure and privacy-aware access to data, developing efficient distributed infra-

structure, considering Green IT, considering sustainability, and so on. 

Methodological challenges. Smart Life is already applied in a lot of projects, some-

times successfully, sometimes not. The Information Systems Engineering field has 

brought about many strong conceptual modeling techniques (class diagrams, process 

models, object-orientation, state-transaction graphs). What conceptual modeling tech-

niques provide the most effective modeling of Smart applications? Situational Method 

Engineering [37] focuses on formalizing the use of methods for systems construction 

using organization-, project-specific and context-aware methodological approaches. 

Would these approaches be suitable for Smart Life applications? Would it be possible to 

use these methods to provide a real-time adaptation of Smart Life applications? 

Next to scientific reporting, a huge variety of application projects have been re-

ported in the popular press and industrial magazines. What are the key factors of suc-

cess? How can we objectively obtain the essential contributions of contextual factors 

in different cases? Early estimations of explicit and implicit values of Smart applica-

tions projects are often vague and debatable. How different value-modeling tech-

niques can assist in Smart Life projects quantification? 

In this manner, a first list of methodological challenges for SLE comprises: defin-

ing common methods for SLE, defining quality criteria and value models, providing 

context awareness of SLE, providing real time adaptation, etc. 

Organizational challenges. When multiple Smart applications build up a large-scale 

Smart Life experience, there is a variety of stakeholder groups (e.g., citizens, entre-

preneurs, city officials) that have different interests in the data, products, and services 

sharing. How can multi-stakeholder policies be organized and communicated? How 

can governmental and democratic representations assist in the elicitation of views and 

strategies for the future?  

Smart artefacts and applications in real-life settings are usually owned by different 

stakeholders, who have their own budgets, plans, and Information and Communication 

Technologies infrastructures. Bringing these parties together in various Smart Life pro-

jects requires careful communication and planning across organizations. How agile 

engineering approaches can engage distributed owners in a SLE project? How invest-

ments in facilities and resources can be shared in complex beneficiary dependencies, 

where long-term costs and benefits are not balanced among stakeholders? 

We then define the following preliminary set of organizational challenges for SLE: 

defining policies for smart applications governance, defining policies for distributed 

ownership engagement, defining policies for data, products, and services sharing, etc. 

Societal challenges. The propagation of Smart Life applications raises questions related 

to ethics and well-being issues. The issue of system accessibility is becoming critical. 

While organizations are promoting guidelines for making some websites more usable by 

people with disabilities, almost no attention is being paid to other types of smart prod-
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ucts and embedded systems. How can we build Smart systems that will reason coherent-

ly over the type of ethical dilemmas that we humans have to deal with?  

Engineering of Smart Life artefacts and applications should not only provide 

means to attain their main functional purposes, but also contribute to users’ well-

being. Many current technologies cause addiction or depression, for instance, social 

media induce the FOMO (Fear Of Missing Out) syndrome (discussed in [38]) which 

could increase the risk of becoming depressive. How the well-being of users can be 

considered during all engineering phases starting from requirements elicitation? 

The most important SLE societal challenges include ensuring machine ethics, de-

veloping Smart Life applications consciousness, providing sentient systems, provid-

ing system accessibility, and so on. 

Technological
Challenges

Methodological
Challenges

Organizational
Challenges

Societal
Challenges

- Developing shared but 
secure and privacy-
aware access to data 

- Developing efficient 
distributed 
infrastructure

- Considering Green IT
- Considering 

sustainability
- …

- Defining common 
methods for SLE

- Defining quality criteria 
and value models

- Providing context 
awareness of SLE

- Providing real time 
adaptation

- …

- Defining policies for 
smart applications 
governance

- Defining policies for 
distributed ownership 
engagement

- Defining policies for 
data sharing

- …

- Ensuring machine ethics
- Developing 

consciousness
- Providing sentient 

systems
- Providing system 

accessibility
- …

 

Fig. 4. Research Agenda for Smart Life and Smart Life Engineering. 

6 Conclusion and Future Works 

In this paper, we studied the existing literature on Smart Life using the Systematic Map-

ping Study methodology and we investigated this field in order to systematize the exist-

ing knowledge. We discovered a very large, and continuously growing, set of Smart 

topics ranging from very established (like Smart energy, Smart material, Smart city, and 

so on) to emerging ones (like Smart airport, Smart toy, or Smart gun) and from very 

practical (like Smart waste bin system and Smart self-power generating streetlight) to 

more conceptual (like Smart earth and Smart world). We believe that a huge scientific 

effort should be made to optimize these fields to make life smarter. For us, this effort 

should be done through the definition of common methods, techniques, and tools, thus 

by the development of a new field, Smart Life Engineering. Thus, we elaborated a re-

search agenda towards this field.  

In our future research, we foresee focusing on methodological aspects of SLE. Our 
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first goal will be to identify different opportunities for optimizing the research effort 

between different fields and sub-fields of Smart Life. 
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